
Sixth Grade Checklist: Week of April 27th to May 1st 

Monday, April 27th  

ELA:  

 Exploring Song Lyrics with Miss Meanix (youtube: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZ9fGcZq6aKD9ImoWoXDONfaja96mBsO

D) 

 Email Miss Meanix Reflection of Songs: you will be reflecting on two songs- Fight 

Song by Rachel Platten and a song of your choice. Refer to video for 

clarification. Questions are listed below.  

o Which song are your reflecting upon? (answer for each song) 

o What does this song mean to you? (answer for each song) 

o What do you enjoy about this song? (answer for each song) 

o What message (theme) was the songwriter trying to depict through to 

song? (answer for each song) 

o How does looking at songs and lyrics relate to our study of poetry? 

(answer only once) 

 DEAR 20 minutes 

Science:  

 Readworks and Question Set: Living on the Moon  

Math: 

 Read the notes on pages 1, 2, and 3. Try problems on pages 4 and 5 

Tuesday, April 28th 

ELA:  

 Exploring Poetic Elements in Song Lyrics with Miss Meanix (youtube)  

 Identify at least three elements (Alliteration, Repetition, Simile, Metaphor, 

Hyperbole, Rhyme, Imagery, Personification, Mood) used in song of your choice 

with specific example and email response to Miss Meanix. Refer to youtube 

video for further instructions and example.  

 DEAR 20 minutes 

Science:  

 Watch Mr. Rowe’s youtube video explaining the project 

 Read and answer the questions on Part 2 of the Lunar Design Challenge 

Math: 

 Problems on page 6 and 7 about nets 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZ9fGcZq6aKD9ImoWoXDONfaja96mBsOD
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZ9fGcZq6aKD9ImoWoXDONfaja96mBsOD


 

Wednesday, April 29th 

ELA:  

 Create your own poem assignment with Miss Meanix (youtube) (see bottom of 

checklist for a list of requirements for a quick reference)  

 Draft your poem  

 DEAR 20 minutes 

Social Studies:  

 Readworks and Questions Set: Nefetari’s Tomb 

Math: 

 Lesson 16 on making nets, page 8 draw the net for only the shaded sides of the 

box and include dimensions (they are centimeters) 

 Page 9, draw the entire net for the boxes in a and b, try challenge c 

 Try drawing the net of the shape on page 10 

 

Thursday, April 30th 

ELA:  

 Finish drafting poem/ illustration 

 DEAR 20 minutes 

Social Studies:  

 Readworks and Question Set: Where did King Tut Get his Eyebrows?  

Math: 

 Math pages 11,12, and 13 

 

Friday, May 1st 

ELA:  

 Email finished poem to Miss Meanix  

 DEAR 20 minutes 

Social Studies:  

 Readworks and Question Set: The Allure of Gold 

 



Math: 

 Study Island:  Chapter 5 any lesson you haven’t done well on or tried yet 

 

 

Poem Requirements:  

For this week, we will be crafting poems that have at least four elements which we 

discussed in this weeks videos.  

 Can be on any topic of your choice 

 At least four stanzas 

 At least four lines per stanza  

 Contains at least four different elements discussed this week (Alliteration, 

Repetition, Simile, Metaphor, Hyperbole, Rhyme, Imagery, Personification, Mood) 

 Each of these elements must be labeled in some way!  

 May be handwritten or typed 

 Must have some type of photo or illustration related to the poem 

 Get creative! I cannot wait to see what you come up with!  

 

 


